CADENCE
NIOULASCO®
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
COMPOS IT ION
Dry paint film water-based acrylic, assembled with a non-woven.
Factory manufactured, the system is in the form of a dry paint film (thin film resulting from the application of paint or
varnish onto a paint base and making up all or part of the paintwork system).
S PECIFICA T IONS

Conditioned in coils

Width: 150 cm
Strip: 50 m
Useful surface: 75 sqm
Net weight: 19 kg








COLOURS
 2 Whites
RA NGE FINIS H

Matt velvet

Grammage: 205 g per sqm
Thickness: 300 µm
Drying time: none
Odourless
Naturally covers well, strong covering power
Prevents the appearance of cracks

TEST REPORTS


Safety Data Sheet (in accordance with REACH regulations)



Fire reaction classification: B-S1-d0 (Cadence Fire Stop) and C-S1-d0 (in accordance with EN 13501-1)

MSDS

VOC labelling A+ (in accordance with ISO 16000)
FDES (health and environmental performance) (in accordance with NF P01-010)

AREA OF USE*
Decorative finish for walls and ceilings in the interior finishing (moist environment ≤70%; Temperature ≤ 25°)

Preparation of the bases depending on the type of substrate in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations**

Application of the water-based resin in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations**

Vertical application of the dry paint strips by unrolling directly onto the substrate, equivalent to 3 coats of
liquid paint.

Singular points: see Installation Guide
*The installation of the NIOULASCO® ranges of products requires specific training
**see Installation Guide
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CADENCE
NIOULASCO®
CLEANING


Clean with a damp cloth and gentle detergent with a neutral PH.

STORAGE CONDITIONS


The coils must be stored in a horizontal position on plastic suspended end plates.



The storage temperature on site must be between 7°C and 25°C inclusive, RH between 30% and 65%.



Store away from any flammable source, heat, and direct sunlight.
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